Communication Arts
and Sciences

MEET SARABETH
Sarabeth is a Paterno Fellow majoring in
Communication Arts and Sciences,
Philosophy, and Women’s Studies.
The first collegiate chapter of the national
League of Women Voters is now at Penn
State thanks to Sarabeth, who serves as
president of the organization. Sarabeth is
passionate about getting students to vote,
and she credits her majors with influencing
her decision to start the new chapter at
Penn State.
Despite its name, the League of Women
Voters is open to everyone. The goal of the
organization is to increase voter turnout by
giving students factual, unbiased
information about election candidates to aid
their decisions.
Sarabeth is also a research assistant for the
the Privilege, Power, and Prejudice Lab at
Penn State studying topics like masculinity
and sexual violence.
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Communication Arts
and Sciences
Unique Learning Opportunities
Work with faculty and other students to help
address problems facing communities
Learn humanistic and social science traditions
Engage real-world problems through communitybased education
Understand the influence of communication and
how to craft effective messages

Internships and Career Paths
Analysts, strategists, and persuaders
Facilitators, collaborators, and
negotiators
Fields: law, politics, sales, corporate
communication, health and human
services, community activism, digital
technology

Out-of-Classroom Experiences
Enjoy teaching and research assistantships
Participate in professional development and
alumni networking opportunities through the
CAS Club and the CAS-FAN alumni network
Compete with the award-winning Speech and
Debate Society
Participate in cutting-edge research with faculty

Education Abroad
Penn State offers more than 400 education
abroad programs to allow students to tailor their
experience to their interests. Learn more about
education abroad in the College of the Liberal
Arts at la.psu.edu/education-abroad.
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